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Veterinary Tools 

When a puppy is sick, they can’t tell us what hurts! It is the job of the 

veterinarian to find out what is going on and how to help.  Veterinarians have 

many tools to help them look at an animal, from their nose to their tail!   

The first tool a veterinarian uses is…their eyes!  Is the puppy holding up a 

paw? He might have stepped on a thorn! Is the puppy shaking her head? Her 

ears might be dirty!  Veterinarians also use their hands.  Does the puppy’s 

belly feel big and full? Is his fur smooth and soft? Do her legs stretch and 

bend? These are all things we can feel with our hands.  Veterinarians also use 

their ears.  Does the puppy have the sniffles? Is his stomach growling?  And of 

course a veterinarian uses their nose.  Does the puppy stink? Maybe he needs 

a bath! 

Many of the tools a veterinarian uses have long, hard-to-say names.  A 

veterinarian uses a stethoscope to listen to the heart and lungs.  A veterinarian 

uses an ophthalmoscope to look at the eyes. A veterinarian uses an otoscope to 

look in the ears.    
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What about inside an animal? How do we look at bones? An X-ray, or 

radiograph! X-rays can show us if a bone is broken.  X-rays can also tell us if 

the puppy ate a toy or a sock!  

Veterinarians need many tools because animals can’t talk! We can’t just ask 

them what is wrong; we have to find out!  Learning to use (and say!) all these 

tools takes hard work, but our animals are worth it!    
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Discussion Questions: 

 

What is the first tool a veterinarian uses in an exam? 

How does a veterinarian look at bones? 

How do you tell your doctor your belly hurts? 

How would a kitten show you her leg hurts? 

How would a puppy show you his eye hurts? 

 


